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Summary
ISEAS Publishing, an established academic press, has issued more than 2000 books and
journals. It is the largest scholarly publisher of research about Southeast Asia from within
the region. ISEAS Publishing works with many other academic and trade publishers and
distributors to disseminate important research and analyses from and about Southeast
Asia to the rest of the world.
Besides the Trends in Southeast Asia series, which gives academia and researchers bitesize updates through analysis on emerging trends around the region, ISEAS Publishing
also specializes on producing in-depth academic findings on the politics, economics, and
social aspects of Southeast Asia.
ISEAS Publishing carries a wide and interesting range of books on country studies, such as
Myanmar, Thailand and Malaysia. In addition to its annual flagship Southeast Asian
Affairs, which gives an overview of the pressing and most significant matters within the
region, ISEAS publications also include a good range of books on ASEAN and it’s role in
shaping regional matters.
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